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ART. LVIII.-The Sle1'eoscope, and Vision by Optic Divel'[Jence; 
by W. LECONTE STEVENS. 

[Continued from page 362.J 

IN a previous article* it has been shown that Brewster's 
theory of binocular perspective is insufficient to explain VISIOn 
throu'gh the stereoscope when the visual axes diverge. It takes 
account of only one of several elements which combine to de
termine the judgment of distance, and the significance of this 

* This Journal, Nov., 1881. 
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should he referred to the sensatioll of rnuseulal' stmin rather 
tbfln to the intersection of visual lines. 

fJ.'he effect of varying the tension of the rectus muscles of the 
eyes in modi(ying the estimate of relative distance has been ap· 
plied in Wheatstone's pseuc1oscope" and in his refiecting stereo· 
scope, though no reference iu this connection has been distinctly 
made to an.Ything be'yond variation of' convergence. 'rhe fol· 
lowing experiment is not difficult. U pOll a large sheet of paper 
a series of vertical parallel lines are drawn, 50n1111 apart; the 
last line of this series forms the fhst of a second series 60mm 

apart, and in like manner this introduces a third series 70mm 

flpart. Gflzing at the first series, as if regarding a remote ob· 
ject, the paper being 1m disLant, the imfiges of the lines are 
soon com biued by diminished convergence. Passing slowly to 
the second series, the convergence is still farther diminished, 
and it passes into divergence when the thinl is successfully 
combined. The apparent distance of the 6rst series I estimate 
at 2m '5, of the second about 3m and of the third about 3m ·5. 
By intersection of axes, the first should be 6m, the second 
infinity, and the third -Gm, my interocular distance being 
60mm• The experiment may be val'ied in many ways; different 
observers form different estimates of' distance, but I ba ve found 
none who succeeded in attaining divergence thus without ob· 
serving an apparent recession of the external image. 

To ascertain whether divergence of axes is unconsciously prac
ticed in the use of the stereoscope, I examined 166 stereographs 
taken at random and found the foreground interval to vary be· 
tween Gorum and 95rum, the mean being 72ffim ·9. The average 
interoculal' distance for mlults is a little less than 64mm ; to 
combine without the stereoscope, therefore, divergence is nearly 
always necessary. To ascertain the mea]] deviating power of 
the lenticular prisms used in the best instruments, BO pairs were 
obtained through the courtesy of MI'. II. T. Anthony, of New 
York. vVith but slight variation, the focal length was found to 
be 18cm ·B. Mounting each pail' in sllccession, parallel rays 64mm 

apart were transmitted and received upon a screen 18CIll 'B distant. 
The mean interval between points of light caught on the screen 
was 79'lmm ; hence if rays be sent from corresponding stereo· 
graph points, separated by a willel' interval than this, they will 
be not quite parallel after emergence from the prisms, and the 
eyes must diverge to receive them; 80mm may be taken as a 
limit beyond which most persons will find divergence neces· 
sary if binocular combination in the stereoscope is successfully 
attained. As this limit is not unfrequently exceeded, axial 
divergence, unconsciously attained, is quite common, though 

* PhiL 'l'rausactious, 1852, part 1; or, Phil. Magaziue, 1852, pp. 506-523. 
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m extent it rarely exceeds 2° or 3°. I have attained 7°, 
and Helmholtz * gives 8° as his limit. Several persons of my 
own acquaintance have been found able to secure divergence 
without the stereoscope, and their estimates of the apparent 
distance, size and motion of the external image under various 
conditions have not differed much from my own. 

In the discussion of nOl'mal binocular vision, the expression 
"point of sight" may be applied theoretically to the illtel'Section 
of optic axes. Its apparent position, though not mathematically 
determined, may be estimated with more Ot' less error, according 
to the skill of the observer. But in discussing the stereoscope 
such a definition has to be totally abandoned. The point of 
sight then is only the point in space to which the obsel'ver 
mentally refers the binocular combination of images formed on 
corresponding retinal points, where the visual axes, whether 
convergent, paJ'allel 01' divergent, meet the retinas. Its appar
ent position has to be estimated, not determined by intersec
tion of lines. In this estimation the relation between the visual 
axes is onl.Y one of a number of elements that are combined in 
the formation of a judgment, whether vision be normal or ab
normal. Even if stereographs are selected from which phys
ical perspective is in great measure eliminated, the optic angle 
may be negative; and, when positive, its effect is still antago
nized by the disturbance of coordination between focal and 
axial adjustments, 01' by the observer's unconscious recognition 
of the circumstances under which he has been accustomed to 
view an object of the kind repl'esented. A mountain will 
never be judged to be so near as a mere diagram, even though 
the axial relations be similar in viewing the pictures sepa
rately. In the stereoscope before me I place a pair of conju
gate diagrams representing a skeleton cone, alternately approxi
mating and separating them, in a transverse vertical plane, so 
that the optic angle varies between +8° and _3° 45'. The 
apparent distance varies between 30cm and 40cm ; if determined 
by the optic angle it should vary between +43cm and -92cm. 

The distance of the card remains constant, and tends to keep 
the focal adjustment so, while the eyeballs aloe rotating outward, 
tending to produce adaptation of focal adjustment to a greater 
distance, the two adjustments being usually consensual.. We 
are in the habit of associating diminution of convergence with 
increase of distance of the object of sight. As long as the eye
balls continue rotating outward, therefore, the object appears to 
recede and to enlarge correspondingly, the recession being 
fastest during the change from marked convergence to parallel
ism. It dues not seem possible to express this apparent rate 
in mathematical terms. 

* Optique Physiologique, p. 616. 
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The experiment just de!:>cribed does not imply any unusual 
conditions in the stereoscope except that the highe\" value, 8°, 
given to the optic angle is greater than llsual. Assuming 
72·gmm, the mean already found for the stereographic fore
ground interval, the corresponding angle of convergence aftel' 
allowing for deviation of rays is a little less than 2°; the inter
section of axes is hence still fa\" from the point to which the 
focal adjustment is adapted. This fact explains the difficulty 
experieuced by so many persons in obtaining distinct vision 
through the stereoscope, especially those who have passed 
beyond middle age and lost in gl"eat measure the power of focal 
accommodation. 

Most of the stereographs in common use n\"e pictUl"es in 
which physical perspective IS strong. When these are propel'ly 
mounted and viewed in the stereoscope the chief advnntage 
gained by use of this instrument seems to be that it necessi· 
tates variation in the relation between the optic axes, in order 
that pe.rfect binocular combination of the diffel"ent parts of the 
superposed retinal images be' secured in the subjective Oyolo· 
pean,* or combined binocuhu", eye. If tbel'e is perfect supe\"· 
position of retinal points on which the foreground of the stereo
graph is imaged, there is necessarily i rn perfect superposition of 
those on which the background is imaged. If the attention is 
then given to the background, slight outward rotation of the 
eyeballs is necessitated, and this is habitually associated with 
recession of the point of !iight.. Whether with axial diver
gence binocular relief is instnntly perceptible, as in Dove's 
experiments with axial convergence, by illumination of the 
stereograph with the electric spade, I :'1111 unable yet to say; I 
hope to test this at no distant day. It should be so according 
to Professor LeConte's theory of binoculnr perspective.t 

What has been generally given and accepted as the mathe
matical theory of the stereoscope applies strictly, but only to 
the relations involved in taking the photographs with cameras 
appropriately placed, so that the axes of the lenses converge 
upon some point of the object pictured. When the negatives 
are once fixed and proofs from them so mounted that corre· 
sponding points from the pair are focalized upon corresponding 
ret,inal points for the observer who binocularly combines them, 
with or without the stereoscope, the relation between the dif
ferent parts of the fields of view combined undergoes no sensi· 
ble variation, real or apparent, except between the limits fixed 
by difference between the stereogmphic intervals in the back· 
ground and foreground respectively. If the eyes are comfort
able, after binocular combination is attained, it makes little 

* This Journal, III, vol. i, p. 33 et seq. 
t 'l'his Journal, III, vol. ii, p. 3. 
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difference whether, at a given moment, the visual axes are con· 
vergent, parallel, or divergent. The combined external image 
as a whole is made to appear nearer by convergence and farther 
by divergence, but this has no perceptible effect upon the ratio 
between the distances of its different parts. Though the dis
tinctness in separation between foreground and backgl'Ound is 
greatly enhanced by the slight variation in axial relations that 
is necessitated, the estimation of absolute distance is determined 
mainly by physical perspective, and by comparison of the pic
ture with known realities to which it bears some easily recog
nizable relation. In the few cases where reversion ofpel'spec
tive is plainly produced by transposing the pictures composing 
the stereograph, it will be found that the difference between 
background and foreground intet'vals is large, and that some of 
the elements of physical perspective are relatively weak. I 
have examined a number of such transposed stereographs and 
found the effect in many cases to be not distinct reversion but 
rather confusion. Sometimes in one part of the picture rever
sion is noticeable, while in the rest there is only decrease in 
the apparent distance between backgmund and foregl"Ound. 
The conflict between physical and physiological perspective 
results in a judgment not wholly in obedience to either; gener
ally the former prevails, but the weakness of tbe residual effect 
is perceived by contrasting it with that obtained by squinting 
and thus reversing the sense of the physiological element, The 
judgment may be regarded as a compromise rather than an 
independent selection. In vision by divergence, and in vision 
through the stereoscope generally, the binocular reNif is largely 
due to the variable relation between the optic axes, as different 
parts of the stereograph are examined; while the judgment of 
absolute distance is mainly due to physical perspective and com
parison with remembered real-ities; it is modified by focal adjust
ment, and is in practice nearly, but not quite, hulependent of the 
optic angle. This remark would not apply if the optic angle 
were very large. 

No diagt'ams can ever represent with perfect accuracy the 
apparent positions of objects seen in the stel'eoscope. If we 
neglect sllch disturbing influences as arise from conflict 
between focal and axial adjustments, and from difference 
between the optic angle and that between the camera axes 
when the pictures were taken, and also dist'egard the fact that 
the surface of the retina is curved while that of a photograph 
plate is plane, the following method perhaps will give the best 
results. 

In fig. 2, let 0 and 0' be the centers of two camera lenses 
whose principal axes are as llsual parallel, and a pair of sec
ondary axes forming an angle, 0, in a horizontal plane, are di-
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rected upon an object, A, in the foreground of a scene. Let 
E be the midpoint between 0 find 0'; then EA is a median; 
on this prolonged let B be an object in the background. Par· 
allel to 0' 0 and to the veI·tical plane of the sensitized plates 

2. 3. 4. 

ba 

behind the lenses, let two planes be passed through A and B 
respectively. Let P and Q be any points on these planes, so 
related that the straight line Q P passes through E. On the 
plates the stereoscopic displacements of the projections of B 
from those of A are a b and at b'; and it may be easily shown 
geometrically that the displacements of those of Q from Pare 
each equal to a b. This is not shown in the drawing, but a 
glance at fig. 5 is sufficient. 

Let E be midpoint also between a pair of eyes, Rand L, in 
front of which the conjugate photographs are placed after be
ing inverted, and let rays from them be so deviated by semi
lenses as to make a=(}. If the ratio of L R to 0' 0 be known, 
the distances E A" E B" E P, and E Q, are determined. In 
binocular vision the direction of the object seen is always esti
mated from the position of the com bined binocular eye, E, and 
is coincident with that of the median between the two visual 
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axes, but always somewhere in front.* This is universally 
true for normal eyes, as may be abundantly learned by experi
ment, whether the axes be convergent, parallel 01' divergent, 
and whether the median be at right angles 01' oblique to the 
interocular line, LR. In fig. 4, 
if E •. A. and E.P. represen.t th~se B 5. Q 
medians, we have both dIrectIOn ----------- --------- -------
and distance determined for these 
foreground point~. To the right 
eye, B, (fig. 3) appears beyond 
and to the right of A, at an 
angular distance determined hy 
the stereoscopic displacement, a,b,,' 
to the left eye, beyond and to the --1/ q'~t iJ
left at an eq ual angular distance; 
to the binoeular eye, E. (fig. 4), it is hence homonymously 
doubled at b'.b.. To secure single vision of it, the optic angle 
must be diminished, and through the rectus muscles this at 
once suggests to the mind increase of distance, producing at the 
same moment heteronymous doubling of the fOI'eground point 
A., as in fig. 4. Similar remarks apply to p. and Q •. 

If a be less than (), as is often the case, this fact will cause 
the observer to estimate A. to be more distant than it is repre
sented in the drawing) bnt by no means necessaJ'ily so distant 
as the actual vertex of a. If a be reduced to zero or become 
negative the sensation of still further change of muscular ten
sion makes the apparent position of A. recede still more, and 
also that of B. in the same propm·tion; but in no case is this 
determined by intersection of visual axes except when a=(}. 
No one can have failed to notice the exaggeration of perspec
tive in some stereoscope pictures, produced by making () large 
while a is rendered small or negative by mounting the pair too 
fat· apart. This indeed was noticed by Wbeatstone,t who 
approaches very near to the idea of possible optic divergence 
accompanying the perception of binocular relief, when he says, 
"but I find that an excellent effect is produced when the axes 
are nearly parallel by pictures taken at an inclination of 7° or 
8°, and even a difference of 16° or 17° has no decidedly bad 
effect." His preconception that optic convergence, even 
though slight, is indispensable, prevented his apprehension of 
mOl'e than part of the tmth. He states, as a remarkable pecu
liarity, that" although the optic axes are parallel, or nearly so, 
the image does not appear to be referred to the distance we 
should, fr0111 this circumstance, suppose it to be, but it is per
ceiveu to be much nearer." Such large angles as 17° are sel-

* This Journal. III, vol. i, p. 33 et seq. 
t Wheatstone, Physiology of Vision, Phil. Mag., 1852, pp. 513-514. 
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dom resorted to nt pl·esent. For taking stereographs of statu
ary, etc., the lenses of the binocular camera nre not often more 
than 80cm or loocm apart. 

That muscular tension is more impol·tant than mere intel'sec
tion of axes in affecting the judgment of distance and size 
may be shown by aid of Wheatstone's reflecting stereoscope. 
Having placed the two outline drawings, each 20cm fl'Om its 
minor so that a distinct combination is attained by axial 
parallelism, the judgment of distance is as definite as could be 
desired. Upon converging the axes stl'Ongly and giving atten
tion successively to the two monocular images thus obtained, 
each appears greatly diminished ill comparison with the binoc
ular image just seen. Moreover, at tbe moment one of them 
is made an object of special attention, the other grows slightly 
larger. We have thus images of three apparent sizes, accord
ing to the degree of muscular tension with which they are 
separately regarded, while the visual angle remains constant. 
The visual axes aee converged until theil' intersection is not 
more than oem or 6cm off, and the illusive impression is tbat eacb 
image is in the direction of its own axis mucb beyond the inter
section. But in fact, being monocular images, the direction of 
the center of each is that of a secondary axis, the right eye 
perceiving that on the right, instead of the left. Since the optic 
center and center of rotation are about 6'6mm apart, the former 
being displaced toward the nasal side dUl"ing the experi:ment, 
the two secondary axes meet at a very distant point in the rear. 
Wbile tbe distance of tbe monocular image is indeterminate, 
it is judged easily enough to be not at the veJ-tex of either the 
apparent or real angle determined by the meeting of axes. 
The experiment is very striking and is not difficult. We have 
a binocular image, of little more than natural size, with clear 
judgment of distance, as the result of axial parallelism; two 
monocular images, of diminished and separately variable size, 
with very uncertain judgment of distance, as the result of 
axial convergence, tbe principal and secondary axes being sub
jectively interchanged. The appnrent diminntion in si7.e of the 
monocular images may be easily observed by crossing the eyes, 
while holding in front a card on which a sharply defined outline 
is drawn. I may discuss this still further in a future paper. 

No theory of the stereoscope that includes axial divergence 
is possible, unless we recognize the subjective combination of 
the two eyes into a single central binocular eye as the point of 
origin in all perceptions of direction, distance and form. What 
is essential for binocular vision is not any particular relation 
between visual axes but rather superposition of retinal images 
in tbe binocular eye. What seemed uppermost in the minds of 
Wheatstone and Brewster * was superposition of external vir-

* Wheatstone, Physiology of Vision, Phil. Mag., 1852, pp. 243 and 246. 
Brewster, on New Stereoscopes, Phil. Mag., 1852, pp. 17-26. 
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tual images by causing rays from two pictures to deviate and 
appear to come from one central combined exte1'l1al picture. 
This would exclude the possibility of optic divergence, but seems 
to be still the most generally accepted t.heory of the stereoscope. 
In securing dissimilar pictures of the same object by con
vergence of camera axes we secure the conditions for the per
ception of binocular relief by divergence of visual axes. 

In the diagram attention is called to the identity in position 
between the optic center of the binocular eye and the only 
point through which lines can be drawn in such a way as to 
cause the stereoscopic displacement to be constant for projec
tions of the points where these lines cut the foreground and 
background planes. This fact alone is enough to suggest that 
in vision through the stereoscope the midpoint between the 
eyes must be the point of origin from which distance and direc
tion are to be perceived. A truth that was first recognized as 
a physiological necessity is thus confirmed by purely mathe
matical considerations. 

The dissociation between focal and axial adjustments in 
forced convergence or divergence is at first troublesome and 
productive of indistinct vision, but this vanishes in great 
measure after a little practice in ocular gymnastics. If the 
eyes are comfortable we are apt to forget that the vision is 
abnormal, and to assume that conditions exist which belong 
onlv to normal vision. '1'0 ascertain what modifications are 
imposed by physiological conditions upon the generally ac
cepted mathematical theory of the stereoscope has been the 
chief object of the present investigation. 

New York, Sept. 16, 1881. 




